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General Objective: To detem1ine the effects of oral collagen treatment on the media( knee joint space and the 
functional outcome among patients diagnosed with osteoarthritis of the knee. 
Specific Objectives: (a) To determine the effect of oral collagen treatment in improving the functional status of 
patients diagnosed with osteoarthritis of the knee using the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities (WOMAC) 
knee osteoarthritis index, Likert scale version; (b) to determine the effect of oral collagen treatment in the knee joint 
space of patients diagnosed with osteoarthritis of the knee viewed and measured radiographically; and, (c) to compare 
the effect of oral collagen treatment with the standard treatment using non-streoidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) 
as to WOMAC knee osteoarthritis index and media( knee joint space. 
Study Design: Experimental, randomized, single-blind observer, open-labeled, controlled trial. 
Setting: Govemment hospital, out-patient setting. 
Patients: One hundred and fifty patients diagnosed with knee osteoarthritis were randomized into two groups. A 
sample of 113 patients completed the study. Fifty-five patients were in Group A white 58 patients were in Group B. 
Methods/Interventions: Eligible subjects were randomly assigned to Group A who received oral collagen hydrolysate, 
400 mg/capsule 3 capsules once a day at bedtîme,"or to Group B who underwent the èonventional treatment of non
steroidal anti-inflammatory drug in the form of aceclofenac 100 mg/tablet I tablet twice a day for five days then as 
needed for pain. Both groups were also prescribed with topical ana\gesic in the form of ketoprofen gel to be a pp lied 
twice a day as needed for pain, and physical therapy treatment thrice a week for two weeks. Follow up evaluation 
was done every mon th to assess developments from the symptoms. Initial radiograph of the knee was done prior to 
the intake of the medications and repeated after six months of completion of the intervention. 
Main Outcome Measurements: Symptoms of knee osteoarthritis were evaluated using the WOMAC knee 
osteoarthritis index, Likert scale done every month for six months. Radiographs of the knee were obtained and 
measurement of the medial compartment of the tibiofemoral joint was done using a standard ruler in millimeters at 
the start of the study and after six months. 
Results: Patients in Group A significantly scored lower in the average WOMAC score from baseline to the sixth 
month fol\ow up. On the other band, patients in Group B had no significant change in their average WOMAC score 
after six months. There was no significant difference in the media( knee joint space measured at baseline and after 
six months in both groups. 
Conclusion: The administration of 1,200 milligrams of collagen hydrolysate daily for a period of six months has a 
beneficial impact on pain symptoms and joint function in patients with osteoarthritis. 
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proven effective. This option can reduce the financial 
burden of these patients as well as improve their quality 
oflife. As of the writing of this paper, no similar study of 
this kind was previously conducted to the knowledge of 
the investigators. 

OBJECTIVES 

General Objective 

To determine the effects of oral collagen treatment 
on the media! knee joint space and the functional outcome 
among patients diagnosed with osteoarthritis of the knee. 

Speciflc Objectives 

(a) To determine the effect of oral collagen treatment in
improving the functional status of patients diagnosed with
osteoarthritis of the knee using the Western Ontario and
McMaster Universities (WOMAC) knee osteoarthritis
index, Likert scale version.
(b) To determine the effect of oral collagen treatment in
the knee joint space of patients diagnosed with
osteoarthritis of the knee viewed and measured
radiographically.
( c) To compare the effect of oral collagen treatment
with the standard treatment using NSAID as to
WOMAC knee osteoarthritis index and medial knee joint
space.

METHODOLOGY 

Study Design 

Experimental, randomized, single blind observer, 
open-labeled, controlled trial. 

Setting 

Out-patient Department of a government hospital 
(Veterans Memorial Medical Center). 

Se/ection of Subjects 

One hundred and ten subjects were needed in this 
study to reject the null hypothesis that the response 
difference in the two groups is zero with a probability 
(power) of 0.8. Allowing for patient drop-outs, non
compliance to treatment and loss of test power due to 
non-parametric data analysis, a boosted sample of 75 
patients per group was recommended. 
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Inclusion Criteria 

• Male and female patients aged 50-80 years old
diagnosed with primary osteoarthritis of the knee
defined by the American College of Rheumatology
(ACR) criteria with Kellgren and Lawrence grade of
at least 2 and above. 17 

• Medically stable (no tluctuating blood pressure, no
active systemic infection).
• Good cognitive function.
• Willing to participate in the study.

Exclusion Criteria 

• Subjects who had takeQ any form of supplements or
adjuvant therapy that may be indicated for the treatment
of osteoarthritis like glucosamine sulfate, chondroitin
sulfate, collagen, sodium hyaluronate, systemic or intra
articular corticosteroid therapy, and others that affect
joint metabolism.
• Subjects with secondary osteoarthritis.
• Obese patients [body mass index (BMI) greater than
27 calculated as weight in pounds divided by the square
of height in inches times 703].
• Patients with active peptic ulcer disease or
gastrointestinal bleeding.

Examination and Treatment Assignment 

The patients recruited underwent the usual medical 
consultation from the Out-patient Department. The 
physician filled up a standardized history and physical 
examination form for each patient to determine the 
patient's eligibility in the study. Ail possible participants 
had an initial x-ray of the knee, anteroposterior view, in 
a weight bearing extended position to determine the 
Kellgren and Lawrence radiographie stage. Once 
eligible, the patient was invited to participate in the study 
and a written consent form was signed. Each subject 
was randomly assigned to Group A, which is the test 
group, or Group B, which is the control group. A list of 
random code that was auto-generated was given to 
qualified patients. They were assigned to the treatment 
groups corresponding to the given random code. 

Group A subjects were given the oral collagen 
supplement (Genacol®) 400mg/capsule, 3 capsules daily 
at bedtime for 6 months, and a topical analgesic needed 
for knee pain. Group B, the control group, received the 
standard treatment using an oral non-steroidal 
inflammatory drug, in the form of aceclofenac l 00mg/ 
tablet, l tablet twice a day for 5 days initially then as 
needed for pain, and topical analgesic (ketoprofen gel) 
to be applied twice a day as needed for pain. Both groups 
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